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Abstract 

 

Literature and life have always gone hand in hand. It is natural to witness chain of events of human turmoil and suffering being 

portrayed in literary works. As novel is essentially a social form novelists cannot keep contemporary events out of its purview. 

Siddhartha Gigoo author and filmmaker in his novel” Love in the times of Quarantine” shows the precariousness of human life 

brought about by catastrophic corona virus. Plagues have been recurring fact throughout human history we have historical records 

of the pestilences that swept across the world. Most famous literary works to come out of plague are Giovani Boccaccio’s “The 

Decameron”, Albert Camus ‘s “The plague “,The Scarlet Plague “by jack London and “The last Man” by Mary Shelley .What 

marks the literature of plague pestilence, and pandemic is a commitment to try to forge a meaning out of the raw experience of 

panic, horror and despair. Narrative is an attempt to stove off meaninglessness and in the void of the pandemic serve as a purpose 

of trying desperately to stop pain and the bleeding. In “Love in the Times of Quarantine” Siddhartha shows how the catastrophic 

corona revolutionized the face of humanity and existential angst is actually felt. The boundaries of caste, creed,class, religion and 

region have been ignored by the virus leveling all to the mercy of great powers and reminds us that world isn’t ours, life forward 

is on hold, the future uncertain and road ahead unclear and falling apart. The loss of physical contact, life structures and future life 

visions shatter core beliefs. Jurgen Habermas in recent interview said  

“That we have never had so such knowledge about our non knowledge and the necessity to act and live in conditions of 

uncertainty.” Siddhartha shows how ambiguities cloud thinking of characters and decision making .Individual identities are 

consciously erased alienation ,entrapment can be understood in the light of situation in which characters are situated. The novel 

has two parallel stories one is of lovers separated by time zone due to lockdown suffering lack of action and communication. 

Another of the migrant laborers family that has nowhere to go. Framed in the initial 30 days of nation’s first of its kind lockdown 

and how characters act towards survival in a fragmented world with oscillation of past and present in the story. The symbols of 

uncertainty are day turning into nights but amid this uncertainty is hope contrasting the darkness in the world with light of the 

day. He paints a vivid picture of two lovers under the attack of what he calls ‘but born spiky ball shaped, Geragos looking 

infinitesimal virus with a name befitting a royal”. The paper seeks to highlight how Siddhartha’s use of different expression of 

voices change narrative and literary illusion. It will be studied how time is a motif in novel and aids readers to get intended 

meaning by reading and rereading of novel. Despite its superficial fragmentation “Love in the time Quarantine establishes a form 

of unity. The paper will address and discuss how Siddhartha fictionalize the experience of pandemic, trauma, alienation, time and 

identity and in what ways are such representations significant in relation to living through corona virus. 

 

 Introduction 

 

What can it mean to be human during cataclysmic Contemporary crises like corona virus. To see all our imagination, outlook and 

all the economic, social and cultural achievements and challenges have taken a backseat to the sheer physical fact of an eruption 

of traumatic event that overwhelmed our capacity to expose the fragility of what it means to be human.What can literature offer 

when corona has revolutionized the face of humanity and the existential angst is acutelyfelt. In the upheaval wrought by the novel 

corona virus when loved ones lost their lives,livelihoods arethreatened, ways of living upended and new normal aheadis unclear. 
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Literature as is shaped by resonances of human nature, intricacies epiphanies and experiences of life, memories are recounted to 

create meaning,to bear witness, to make sense and to exclaim that we were there that we are still here. Narratives preserve and 

remake the world as it falls apart.Illness reminds us that world isn't ours, literature lets us know it is, by providing insights about 

life in all its dimensions to prove continuity with a past obliterated by pandemic. Literary text is a haunting memento,a very 

human evocation of the desperate failing against the inevitable.Plagues have been recurring fact throughout human history. We 

have historical records of the pestilences that swept across the world. The Black death killed 50 million people in Europe 

devastated Asia and North America in 1347 and 1351,the Italian plague of 1630 killed 280,000 people across Lambardi and 

Vento, the great plague of London killed 15% of its population resulting in 68,596 deaths thus the historical incidents we call 

plagues are concentrations of a universal precondition ,dramatic instances of a perpetual rule that all human beings are vulnerable 

to being randomly exterminated at any time by a virus ,an accident or the actions of our fellow men.Albert Camus in plague 

points out "It could only be the record of what had to be done and what,no doubt, would have to be done again, against this 

terror"the plague he continues "never dies it waits patiently in bedrooms,cellars,trunks,handkerchiefs and old papers " for the day 

when it will once again "rouse its rats and send them to die in some well contended city”. Camus speaks to us in our own times 

not because he was a magical seer who could intimate what epidemiologists could not,but he sized up human nature. He 

knew"Everyone has it inside himself this plague because no one in the world, no one is immune”. (Camus)History repeats itself 

and impress upon humanity that death is resident among all life forms and would make its presence intensely felt from time to 

time.There are literary writings inviting readers to reflect on the fears and faiths in future. In ancient times immense freight was 

fueled by a belief in the supernatural origin of pandemics, they believed plagues to be provoked byoffenses against divinities. In 

the bible in exodus 9: 14 numbers 11: 331, Samuel 4:8 Psalms 89:23, Isaiah 9:13 Plague was viewed as one of God’s punishments 

for sins, so its spread was interpreted as warning to behave morally. This relationship is seen in Greek literary texts also such as 

Homer’s “Iliad” and Sophocles “Oedipus the king”. Incontrast the Greek historian Thucydides (E 460-395BCE) in his “History of 

Peloponnesianwar”, and Latin poet Lucretius (C-99-55-BCE) in his “De-RerchNatura”refuted a super natural origin of the 

disease. These authors believe plagues did not discriminate between the good and the evil but brought about the loss of all social 

conventions and rise in selfishness and avarice. In medieval periods writing such as “Decameron” by Giovanni Boccaccio (1313-

1375) relates talks told by refugees from Black death. Daniel Defoe’s “A journal of the plague year” gives literary and historical 

account of the bubonic plague in 17thCentury. Katherine Anne Porters “Pale horse pale rider” is a story about flue pandemic, 

Albert Camus "The Plague” is seen as a metaphor for Nazis to colonialism and existential crises of human spirit. Margaret 

Atwood in “Oryx and Crake” and “The year of the Flood” explores how men and women adjust to a world torn apart by disaster.  

Pandemic literature exists to remind that sense still exist somewhere, that if there is not meaning outside of the quarantine zone 

there is at least meaning within our invented stories. 

 

SiddharthaGigoo’s novel “Love in the time of Quarantine” lays bare precariousness of humanlife. Novel is an evocative saga 

ofresilience and survival amidst the onslaughts of covid 19. The novel reflects how life forward is on hold, the future uncertain 

and the road ahead unclear. The novel opens on 22 March 2020 when lockdown was announced and we are plunged into the 

dramatic exposition of two families, the families represent the microcosm of the universal suffering and their stories find echoes 

in the hearts of many. The stories are told parallellyframed in the 30 days of the nation’s first of its kind lock down. Social 

disruptions that are all too broad social and intimately personal elements come together beautifully in the visceral. “When India 

decided to lock herself down and send us – her 1.3 billion. beloved children into self-isolation” (Gigoo9) when boundaries of 

caste, creed, religious, region, class have been ignored by virus that spreads whatGigoo calls“of a bat-born, spikey ball-shaped 

gorgeous looking infinitesimal virus with a name befitting a royal” (Gigoo9)by calling it gorgeous looking Gigoo is trying not 

topanic us because panic suggests response to a dangerous but short  term condition from which we can eventually find safety but 

there can be no safety from corona virus. For Gigoo life is a hospice and not a hospital and writers write for amelioration of 

suffering as Gigoo points out 

“I set out to do…. 

 that have nothing  

Except dreams of hope 

 And fantasies of freedom 

 To offer.”(Gigoo9) 

Gigoo’s remark in the novel displays narrative pull, emotional warmth and psychological activity and points towards the 

underlying ideology of the novel. In the discourse of caught up migrant parents and their children each family member fights the 

despair through their own level of perception and understanding. From the perspective of child everything around is perceived in 

awe while looking curiously at the masked people clapping from balconies child asks “why are they so happy”.(Gigoo13)The 

child is shown as site of innocence he shows responsibility towards Dog.Through the vision of man narrator becomes facilitator 

which makes him a strong character,in spite of their exodus and uprootedness hope is the driving force of their life although 

nothing positive happens to their lives. The narrative is the representation of ordeal faced by displaced families struggling to 

retain their identity and dignity. We  come across elements of confusion “do you want me to die already?”( Gigoo19)  Fear of 

food  “ the little girl slip a slice of  bread into her pocket’the man says “ eat it today, darling we will be given some more 

tomorrow”(Gigoo40) fear of shelter “some place with a roof and food”(Gigoo22)Fear of security despite the pointlessness of their  

existence yet a lingering shadow of hope clings in their hearts which creates a feeling of close  proximity with each other, their 

faith in future and love provides them moral strength.  “Faster Faster, Faster or else you will miss the bus” (Gigoo19)says man to 

his wife. It is the fight for survival and vocalizing the pitiable condition of real people who were uprooted and became vagrants 

due to their displacement that is at the centreof thenovel.The question however lies in the fact who were the victims and how 

humanly could the situation have been addressed. Their tragic events bring reminiscence of Indian migrant exodus with some 
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dying of hunger and dehydration during lock down. Arun Poori the editor in chief of “India Today” stated in his editorial “The 

migrant exodus could add to our ongoing economic crisis. Rural India cannot absorb them but needs their remittances. Urban 

India needs them because their absence could delay economic revival. If migrants don’t return to their work place a human 

tragedy, could well become an economic one” (June 8, 2020.3). Their woes reiterate the woes of universal suffering and pain and 

their struggle for survival is an appeal to whole humanity. When migrant worker uproots themselves from places of their work 

either by choice or out of necessity. Gigoo strongly feels for migrant crises it would be the responsibility of the state to assuage 

the woes of these grieving souls. Women voice symbolizes the voice of hundreds of migrants piqued by depressing sense of 

isolation all around. “where are they taking us?”(22) resilience is the need of the hour diligent people do not slosh in the 

disappointments of life they would rather concede to the circumstances in which they  are pushed to, the man’s  remarks  “some 

place with a roof and food”(22) these words are suggestive and  speak of courage and optimism to battle the monster threatening 

their existence adopting new normal would entail recognizing the social spirit and embracing all human beings as a part of one 

family as there is no immediate relief for the present pandemic till the arrival of vaccine but in the meantime it is struggle for 

survival, adapting to change sharing experiences which creates a bond. Susan Sontag notes how pandemic supplies “evidence of a 

world in which nothing important is regional, local, limited; in which everything that can circulate does, and every problem is, or 

is destined to become, worldwide” (Sontag) 

What follows in narration is  the family describing the Sanitizing experience “see a sprinkler nozzle aimed towards him the man 

whispers be still darling it is going to rain”(Gigoo28) the child replies “why is the rain so prickly daddy”(Gigoo28)the apt 

commentary on coping with the change and adapting to the ‘new normal’ is a lesson to be learnt by all, as the  man replies to his 

son “the first rain is always prickly”(28)Gigoo it seems hints at in dialogue   acceptance at the end is very powerful. The ability to 

move on beyond the binaries of local and migrant, rich and poorand focus on ‘we’ the people facing the same storm would help in 

erasing and the building of psychological and economic burdens of each other. Pain runs through their lives but endearing quality 

of these suffering people lies in their sense of dignity and camaraderie. The migrant workers show sense of compassion and love 

for their fellows bind them together and eventually ensure their existence in the hostile environment, for the co-operation that 

grows out of sympathy the child asks his father “are all of them going to their new homes too?” displacement results in a loss of 

identity and they walk a nomadic path with only hope as their guiding light. “Dreaming of the road’s end the child whispers how 

much more daddy?”(Gigoo55) The man replies “over there, where the sun is coming to rest…. that is the welcoming light of a 

billion candles”. (Gigoo55) Through this scene Gigoo seems to focus on placed in the arbitary system of operation it is a sign of 

positivity that amidst hunger and deprivation of basic amenities hope shines out. These migrant characters who are representation 

of thousands of migrants have been on the edge of covid abyss and back but all of them have one thing to say whatever virus may 

do to your body don’t let covid mess with your mind. 

 As the novel progresses we are offered dramatic exposition of two lovers .In the narration of two lovers the text rather than being 

a mirror takes us on a different plane shaping many experiences of the two lovers sharing memories, perverse encounters, 

exhilaration and passion, cry of grief and love discovering each other at a distance .Susan Sontag writes that “Illness is the night-

side of life, a more onerous citizenship everyone who is born holds dual citizenship, in the kingdom of the well and in the 

kingdom of the sick. Although we all prefer to use only the good passport, sooner or later each of us is obliged, at least for a spell, 

to identify ourselves as citizens of that other place.” (Sontag) Through the stringent brief conversation of lovers who talk in 

couplets where one line describes the day and the other the night their response to situation is the site of representational practices 

that are embedded in configurations of power  

 

“Day 1. Sunday March 22, 2020 

Day: at last is heard the singing of birds  

Night: at last is seen the dancing of stars”(11) 

“Day 4. Wednesday March 25.2020 

I wasn’t the only one  

Lodged in your heart at last  

Night  

I was branded 

An outcaste at last” (15) 

“Day 25: April 15, 2020 

Day: my past collapsed into your present at last.  

Night: The belief- that you aremine and I am yours forever – crumbled at last” (47) 

“Day 27: Friday April 17, 2020 

The dream can be true in a dream at last  

Night: I am back where I belong at last.” (50) 

“Day 30 
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Monday, April202020 

At last 

You and I will be immune to things 

That make us to part. 

Night 

at last 

you and I never part 

even when apart.” (pg54) 

 

At the outset of the novel Gigoo engrosses readers with its gloomy and grave potency and creates an image of “pure effect” “we 

won’t get a second chance at this. It is now or never. I shall count to 10 in my mind it will be hearts to heart whisper ………  

there must be no words between us …. We will love what can’t be loved … we will see the unseen … hear the unheard” 

(Gigoo10) and the narration takes readers to coded messages and unusual realms of expression “Deal? We begin now … this has 

to be done carefully and slowly as if death masquerading as life were at our doorsteps waiting to deal the final blow … ready? 

Eyes closed”(Gigoo10) and readers are instantaneously drawn into the dramatic exposition with unusual realm of expression 

where narrative technique makes readers participate in the text.  

The writer is concerned with ennui, herethe inaction stages unstable and uncertain states of humans sufferingand a lack of 

communication. The lack of action in characters pinpoints the fall and paralysis of human nature. There is an expression of human 

tragedy of pandemic the way young people in the prime of life can be murdered by their own bodies. It becomes clear the lack of 

action in characters pinpoints the fall and paralyses of human nature attributes.Gigoo lays bare the   depression that has penetrated 

into the mode of humans and seems to prove fragmented world of alienated individuals with no self-identity. 

 In the changing tide of affairs relooking at thing and ideas from different perspective is needed to maintain equanimity. Installing 

a kind of ambiguity in the afterword Gigoo adds 

we are all refugees except that  

some of us are never home  

By saying this Gigoo believes the situation of covid 19 can be equalized with circumstances caused due to pandit migration from 

Kashmir condition of exile. By doing this it seems more plausible to say Gigooattempts to add another dimension of artistic 

quality of storytelling that fortitude and determination to survive proclaims a tale of heroism and hope amidst despair with a novel 

ending on unsettling yet optimistic note and juxtaposition of ingredients to produce a remarkable and enduring quest for 

characters as well as readers who are lured into quest of getting answers to real life issues. 
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